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sceneArt

Maybe you want to look at an 

article by one of Australia’s best 

property writers, or maybe you want 

to go online and look for property 

via satellite with ‘Domain maps’. 

Whichever way you look at it, 

Domain and Domain.com.au have 

got property covered.

FAMILY SHOW: Alexander, Yvonne, Arthur and Jamie Boyd with Galeria Aniela owner Aniela Kos
(second from right) in 1997.

Rare works at Boyd show

An exhibition marking the great artistic contribution
made by the Boyd family will travel from London to
Kangaroo Valley next month.

A Century of Boyd will be launched by former prime
minister Bob Hawke at Galeria Aniela on March 24.

More than 100 modern masterpieces will fill three
exhibition rooms with large bronzes extending into grounds
of the eight-acre sculpture park. 

The collection is drawn from the private collection of the
Boyd family, with works on loan from Bundanon.

The grand treat for art lovers will be the previously unseen
Arthur Boyd, Lost Bride circa 1955-57, that was hidden for
almost six decades and is now for the first time on public
viewing.

From the original Bride series, Lost Bride was discovered
totally by chance, by Jamie Boyd, concealed on two pieces of
board that were screwed to the base of his father’s old art-
trolley.

The Bride series reveals Boyd’s respect for individualism and
liberty and was influenced by his encounter with Aboriginal
people during the trip he made to Alice Springs in 1951. 

Jamie Boyd and his wife Helena will make a trip from
London to attend the launch and to commemorate this
special occasion those attending the launch will receive
special souvenirs.

Galeria Aniela, chosen because of the long relationship
owner Aniela Kos has had with the Boyd family, will be the
only venue in Australia to show the collection. 

SHOALHAVEN SUNSET: This oil on copper painted by Arthur
Boyd around 1976 inspired a Google logo which was used for
Boyd’s 90th birthday.

A Kangaroo Valley 
art gallery will play

host to a special show
next month.

Artist Danial Kelly put
on a special show
decorating a van at

the opening of his
exhibition Iliterati last
week.

A local indigenous artist,
Kelly has been painting for
11 years and has held five
exhibitions.

He has also created public
art in Nowra, Wollongong,
Sydney, Melbourne and
New York.

“The art is letters basically
coming to life,” says Kelly,
who calls his work bio
digital funk.

“Bio meaning organic,
digital meaning hard edged
and new, funk being style.”
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AUTO ART:
Danial Kelly 
gives a car a
special spray.

What’s onGuide
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Culburra Bowling & Recreation Club
4447 2266

Cnr Prince Edward Ave & West Cres
www.culburrabowling.com.au

Culburra Beach Brasserie & Bistro
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

Dinner Specials are Back!
Tues - $10 All Chinese Meals (Excl Duck)

Wed - $9 Chicken Schnitzel, Chips & Salad
Conditions apply - Dine In & Take Away

End of Summer - Live Music
Fri - Impact One - from 7:30pm
Sat - After Ourz - from 7:30pm

This Sunday
HUGE End of Month Raffle at 3pm

Badge Draw - $3300 @18/2/12
Door to door courtesy bus available


